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Progress status of 
EMR Assembly @ Geneva

University of Geneva: A.Blondel, J-S Graulich, V.Verguilov, 
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Module M0 prototype under Testing

Module/Plane assembly and Testing in the same room @ DPNC 
(2 planes with double fiber per bar, former configuration… FINAL config to be tested soon!). 

Wooden Black Box
with Trigger underneath)

Home made 
crane
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New modules in production (6 planes ready) 
After bar re machining (within 0.1mm precision) + drilling + white painting, everything moves 
to the gluing “facility” (downstairs…)

Guide for fiber insertion and gluing 
(20 bar in a row)

Everything foreseen for a safe handling

Coiling system to limit the fiber 
bending radius

Gluing Rack (20 bar each)
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New modules in production
Fiber distribution: big wheels received from the company and hooked up to the wall…
Makes the life easier (fiber insertion, cutting to length, pliers to hold fiber in position,…)

Fiber wheel
(received from 
company)

Pliers row
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New modules in production (organization)
The 7 gluing stands awaiting in their rack 

Everything foreseen for a safe handling

Organized in a way to damp the 
production flow (different job stands)

3 stands ready for plane assembly
(fiber bundle coiled around the jig,
each fiber in a protective sleeve (black))

4 stands already used for plane assembly
(ready for fiber gluing)

20 bar gluing per day Max!
(due to preparation & manpower)
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New modules in production (Plane assembly)
Example of a module mounting (aluminum profile connected with corner blocks) 

1 stand for plane assembly / 1 stand for Module assembly and storage
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New modules in production (Module assembly)

Module being assembled (awaiting the PMT connector gluing and electronic integration).
The first 2 modules with fibers of 1mm in diameter…to be tested soon in cosmic!

Corner block

Alu profile

Alu profiles, CNC 
machined in house
(totally:100 needed)
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New modules in production (Module assembly)

Current development @UNIGE (on the first 2-3 modules): 
A stand to Assemble, Glue and Polish the fiber connectors after insertion… in order to 
save time and provide a sort of “Quality Assurance” (repeatability) over the whole prod.

⇒ The production of modules will keep going during summer (some other activities will be then 
finished!). After validation with cosmics!
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Fiber connector and electronics assembly

Plane assembly level: 
Reminder

64 pixels PMT

59 Bars…
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Fiber connector and electronics assembly

“64 pixels Phototube” (all assembled)

Flex connection being tested @UNIGE…mechanical proto for tuning

Fibers

FEB

Buffer 
missing
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Fiber connector and electronics assembly

Corner block

Alu profile

Alu profiles, CNC 
machined in house
(totally:100 needed)

“64 pixels Phototube” (all exploded…)

Shielding
Tube type1
(1mm thick Iron)

fibers 
connector
(centered /
PMT)

Centering
partPMT

(with shell
for HV protec)

NOT shown here: the base plate for FEB support 

FEB
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Fiber connector and electronics assembly

“Mono pixel Phototube” (all exploded…)

“Mono pixel Phototube” (all assembled…)

Fibers

PMT + electronics Spring system Shielding tube type2
(already 11 of each type, including Nickel plating)
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Module assembly in the Outer Box

Alu profiles, CNC 
machined in house
(totally:100 needed)

Front Frame

Back Frame

Modules

Paneling in aluminum
(easy removal, Mods,…)
Integration of patch panels,…

Those blocks for 
Rotation system,
Jack screws, 
rolling @ UNIGE…
Shielding plate!

Main Shielding 
to be fixed partly
on the Frame
(50mm thick)

Not shown here:
Some Cross beams 
on 4 sides
(validated by FEA’s)
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Module assembly in the Outer Box

Back Frame
Made of 60x60mm steel beam
(5mm thick). Manufactured 
@ UNIGE (will be used for 
Modules storage also…)

Pins for Module 
Centering…access 
from behind for 
Metrology in situ) )
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Corner block

Module assembly in the Outer Box

Clearance needed for Buffer connections and 
other connectors/cables to be plugged 
(patch panels in several locations) 

1840mm max
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EMR assembly @ RAL

CAD assembly model under construction to:
-Check interference between EMR & others…
-Estimate cable lengths from EMR to Control room (thru Racks)
-Fix the issues related to the big shielding plate in front of EMR…


